In this paper we propose noise removal approach using spatial gradient based bilateral filter and minimum mean square error filtering. The proposed method consist two-steps process. In first step, we generate a reference image from the given noisy image, by extracting (2W + 1) × (2W + 1) size patches from it and then apply proposed spatial gradient based bilateral filter on each of these patches. To reduce the mean square error, in second step we apply minimum mean square error (MSE) filter on the reference image. Generally all the noise removal approaches change the natural appearance of the restored image, while the proposed method restores the image without affecting its natural appearance.
Introduction
Digital images can be easily corrupted by noise due to analog-to-digital conversion errors and malfunctioning pixel elements in the camera sensors 1 . Presence of noise significantly degrades the image quality and in many cases it increases the difficulty in subsequent processing. It is very important to remove noise in the images before subsequent processing, such as image segmentation, object recognition, and edge detection. However removal of noise from given noisy image is not an easy task at all, it is because images may be corrupted by different types of noise. Fortunately, most noise added to images can be modeled by Gaussian noise 2 .
Gaussian noise is statistical noise following Gaussian probability density and introduce in the image at the time of acquiring of image. As this noise follows Gaussian distribution and hence in general it can be removed by locally averaging operation 3 . Common choice for removing gaussian noise is classic linear filter such as Gaussian filter, this is popular method to remove Gaussian noise, however this filter has a tendency to blur edges which may cause information loss in some visually important areas. To solve this problem Tomasi et al. 4 proposed a bilateral filter that uses weights based on spatial and radiometric similarity. The bilateral filter has proven to be very useful but its computational complexity is very high. To overcome this problem Paris et al. proposed a fast approximation of the bilateral filter based on a signal processing interpretation 5 . In 6 Buades et al. proposed NL-means algorithm for removal of Gaussian noise, this algorithm is based on non local averaging of all pixels in the image. This algorithm produces better results but takes significant time in its processing and its input parameters have dependency on prior knowledge on amount of noise (in order to let nl-means algorithm work effectively, parameter σ should be chosen correctly). Yue Wu et al. 7 solve the parameter selection problem of center pixel weights (CPW) in NL-means and develop "James-Stein Type Center Pixel Weights for Non-Local Means Image Denoising". This algorithm improve the NL-means robustness and make it less sensitive to parameter selection. Yue Wu et al. 8 again proposed variation of NL-means known as "Probabilistic Non-Local Means" (PNLM), this algorithm successfully derive all theoretical statistics of patch-wise differences for Gaussian noise; authors employ this prior information and formulate the probabilistic weights, truly reflecting the similarity between two noisy patches 8 . Algorithms proposed by Yue Wu et al. are the best variations of the NL-means algorithm in the available literature. The performance of these algorithms (Including Yue Wu) varies due to their dependency on selection of noise parameters for noise removal. The performance of all these methods decreases as the selected noise parameter value differs from the actual noise parametric value.
Here we proposed an algorithm for the Gaussian noise removal that does not have any dependence on prior information about amount of noise present in the image. Our method uses two step process, in first step we generate a reference image I ref from given noisy image I , for doing this we extract all patches of I and apply our newly created "Spatial Gradient Based Bilateral Filter" SG-BF on each patch; in second step we take I ref , and incorporate this result with minimum mean square error filtering. Our method is simple but effective than other noise removal methods. Simulation results show that our method produces excellent results than state-of-art.
The organization of this work is as follows. In Section 2, we first briefly review image noise model. Section 3 describes the proposed noise removal algorithm. In Section 4, we provide the simulations on noise detection and noise removal with visual examples and numerical results. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
Image Noise
Image noise is usually an aspect of electronic noise which causes an image to have random variation in brightness or color information. Presence of noise reduces the ability of observer in analyzing the image. In general the image noise model is considered as follows:
where f (x, y) is the original image pixel, η(x, y) is the noise term and g(x, y) is the resulting noisy pixel. There are many different models for the image noise term η(x, y), in case of Gaussian noise, η(x, y) has its probability density function equal to that of the normal distribution. In other words, the values that the noise can take are Gaussian-distributed.
The Proposed Method
The proposed method is a two-steps process; in first step it generates a reference image I ref from given corrupted image and in second step it incorporates minimum MSE filtering on I ref .
Getting reference image I ref
To get reference image I re f from given noisy image we develop spatial gradient based bilateral filter, it is a modification of the bilateral filter proposed by Tomasi et al. 4 . Bilateral filter proposed by Tomasi et al. 4 is widely used tool for the Gaussian noise removal and able to remove high proportion of the Gaussian noise without affecting edge details of given image. The proposed bilateral filtering framework replaces the radiometric weighting function by spatial gradient statistic. The proposed bilateral filter, is capable in removing the Gaussian noise while preserving edge details. The new weighting function is defined as:
where σ G must be in the range [0.3, 0.8] this value is find by experimenting on large image set. The parameter G (i, j ) is calculated using proposed edge detector operator. To calculate value of G (i, j ), in an image I for a pixel centered at (i, j ), we consider a 3 × 3 patch (the choice of size for the local patch is selected as small as possible in order to preserve image edge details and keep the computational complexity as low as possible), then value of G (i, j ) is defined as follows:
Let I i, j be the current pixel and I i+ p, j +q be the pixels in a (2W + 1) × (2W + 1) window centered at I i, j ; in this window (i, j ) and (i + p, j + q) are the location of I i, j and I i+ p, j +q respectively. Then the output of proposed filter is defined as:
where we define weight w S as follows:
The optimum values of σ S and α are found by experiments as σ S ∈ [0.8, 2.0] and α = 0.4 receptively. Now reference image I re f is defined as follows:
In equation 
Restoration results of SG-BF filter
We are showing restoration results of various methods including proposed method for on an image patch cropped from fingerprint image in Fig. 1 . Fingerprint image has very fine details and it is a good choice to check restoration results of any noise removal algorithm. Many times when the fingerprint images are captured from biometric machines or scanned using some scanner then due to inappropriate behavior (scratches on surface, noise present in the form of dust etc) of either the surface of biometric machine or scanner surface, some amount of noise can be introduced at the time of scanning fingerprint. In this case noise removal algorithm must be able to remove noise from that scanned fingerprint image without much affecting its fine details.
Based on results of Fig. 1 it is clear that unlike NL-means algorithm and its variations, proposed filter does not affect visual details of given noisy image.
Minimum mean square error filtering
Although the proposed SG-BF filter is able to maintain visual appearance and fine details in the restored image, however it has a limitation that, its MSE (in between uncorrupted image f and restored imagef ) results are having larger values as compare to other methods. To solve this problem we combine minimum mean square error filter results in proposed SG-BF filter. The minimum MSE filter is founded on considering images and noise as random variables, and the objective is to find an estimatef of the uncorrupted image f such that the mean square error between them is minimized (detailed description about the MMSEF can be found at 9 ). This error measure is given by 9 :
where E{.} is the expected value of the argument. It is assumed that the noise and the image are uncorrelated; that one or the other has zero mean; and that the intensity levels in the estimate are a linear function of the levels in the degraded image. Based on these conditions, the minimum of the error function in equation 7 is given in the frequency domain by the expression:
where we used the fact that the product of a complex quantity with its conjugate is equal to the magnitude of the complex quantity square . The different terms of equation 8 are defined as follows:
This minimum MSE filter is used by us in proposed work in order to minimize MSE. Minimizing MSE in restoration results of 'SG-BF' filter using minimum MSE filer (MMSEF) is an optimization problem and this problem can be best viewed as:ˆf
wheref is final restored image, f mmse f is restoration result of minimum mean square error filter on same image g, f SG−B F is reference image generated in equation 6 and ψ is a control parameter that controls the amount by which f SG−B F and f mmse f will be combined to formf . For ψ = 0,f = f SG−B F and for ψ = 1,f = f mmse f . The optimum value of ψ is found by experiment as ψ = 0.4.
Simulations
The performance of the proposed method have been evaluated and compared with those of other existing methods of image restoration such as bilateral filter, Gaussian filter, minimum MSE filter, NL-means algorithm, LJS algorithm, PNL-means algorithm. Simulations were made on 512×512 gray scale standard test images having richness of various details such as edges, fine details in some visually important area, shaded area, high dynamic range etc., we found that the images: fingerprint, lady, Lena and man have all these properties.
We are mainly interested in comparing results of the proposed method with variations of the NL-means algorithm. The NL-means algorithm and its variations are the widely used methods for the Gaussian noise removal. The performance of these algorithms (including Yue Wu) varies due to their dependency on estimation of noise parameters for noise removal. The performance of all these methods decrease as the estimated value of noise parameter differs from the actual noise present in the image.
Image restoration results
Restoration results of various methods including proposed method for fingerprint image are shown in the following Fig. 2 .
Based on results of Fig. 2 it is clear that proposed method produces better result than bilateral filter and the Gaussian filter. The NL-means algorithm and its variations are able to remove noise from given noisy image at the cost of removing fine details present in the image. On the other hand, proposed method does not affect fine details of uncorrupted image.
Noise removal and noise detection results
In this section we are showing performance of proposed method in detection and removal of noise from given noisy image. In equation (1) we have already mentioned the image noise model is g(x, y) = f (x, y) + η(x, y). All the image restoration methods for noise removal try to estimate a restored imagef from the given noisy image g based on some prior knowledge of type of noise η. The restorationf would be of better quality if the restored imagef is close to f . Now from equation (1) it is clear that g −f will give us an approximation of amount of noise removed after image restoration and f −f will give us an approximation of amount of noise left in the image after image restoration. In Fig. 3(A) , we are showing amount of noise left in restored image by simply subtracting it (f ) from uncorrupted image f .
From Fig. 3(A) , it is clear that all the algorithms are able to detect noise from given noisy image. However a deep observation of
shows that results of NL-means, LJS and PNLM algorithms contains some edge information of given uncorrupted image, which simply shows that these algorithms are removing some edge information along with noise. From equation 1, in real life situations, we have no knowledge about presence of the uncorrupted image ( f ), hence it is almost impossible to estimate noise left in the restored image. The practical way to check effectiveness of any method is by subtracting corrupted image g from restored imagef . This will give us an estimation of how much amount of noise is removed from observed corrupted image g by the image restoration operation. In Fig. 3(B) , we are showing noise removal results by simply subtracting restored imagef from corrupted image g. It is clear from Fig. 3 (B) that proposed method is able to remove noise from given image without affecting other visual information (edges, background details and image smoothness etc).
Peak signal to noise ratio
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) is widely used matrix to measure signal restoration. A higher PSNR generally indicates that the reconstruction is of higher quality. To calculate PSNR between two images (each image is having L discrete gray levels in the range {X 0 , X 1 , . . . , X L−1 }), mathematical expression is given as:
where MSE is Mean Square Error, is defined as:
Practically the mean square error (MSE) allows us to compare the 'true' pixel values of original image to degraded image. The MSE represents average of the squares of the "errors" between actual image and noisy image. The error is the amount by which the values of the original image differs from the degraded image. The proposal is that the higher the PSNR, the better degraded image has been reconstructed to match the original image and the better the reconstructive algorithm. This would occur because we wish to minimize the MSE between images with respect the maximum signal value of the image 10 .
In the following two tables (Table 1 and 2) we are comparing results of proposed method with existing methods of image restoration.
Based on results of Table 1 and 2, we come to a conclusion that NL-means, LJS and PNL-Means methods produce better results than other methods; however their results depend on estimated values of σ . In other words as the estimated value for parameter σ tend towards TRUE σ (which is standard deviation of noise present in the corrupted image), quality of results of these methods improve. In real life situations we do not have prior estimation about amount of noise present in a corrupted image (standard deviation of noise present in the corrupted image) hence estimating correct value of σ for NL-means, LJS and PNL-Means methods is difficult, if this value is estimated correctly then these methods will produce excellence results otherwise restoration results of these methods will vary if the parameter estimation is not accurate.
Conclusion
In this paper we proposed a simple and effective algorithm to remove the Gaussian noise from given noisy image. We compare proposed method with bilateral filter, the Gaussian filter, minimum MSE filter, NL-means algorithm and its variations. We show that even the widely used algorithms (those are dependent on estimation of various information about noise related parameters) perform well if the parameter estimation is accurate otherwise their results varies for different parameter estimation. Based on results of Fig. 3(A) , it is clear that proposed methods removes noise from given corrupted image without much affecting its natural appearance and edge details. Figure 3(B) shows that the proposed method is able to remove much amount of noise from given corrupted image as other widely used methods. At last to demonstrate the performance of the proposed method, experiments have been conducted on standard test images. Based on results of Table 1 and 2, it is clear that average PSNR values of proposed method is comparative to the NL-means algorithm and its variations.
